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erzy Sebastian Lubomirski was deprived of his offices
and sentenced to confiscation of property, loss of honor and death by the Polish parliament on 29 December 1664. Fearing for his life Lubomirski left Poland and
went to Breslau. At the turn of 1664 and 1665 the process
of taking over the old regular units of the hetman by the
magnates loyal to king Jan Kazimierz, royal dragoons
were also sent to seize the estates of the ex-marshal.
However already in February 1665 Lubomirski started
planning his return to Poland by sending numerous
emissaries and trying to convince the regular units to
defect to his side. In spring he started recruiting former
Imperial soldiers in Silesia. On 7 April he left Breslau
for Poland. He was escorted by units recruited privately: some Polish cavalry, 100 dragoons and about 450
reiters. On 28 April 1665 he arrived in Lubownia where
he joined forces with other units recruited in Poland
and Silesia. Andrzej Trzebicki, the bishop of Kraków,
described Lubomirski’s forces, with some exaggeration,
in the following way:
Over 3000 good foreign men arrived with him, all well
dressed, on good horses and good arms, some reiters,

some dragoons. Two well equipped Polish banners also
arrived with him: one cossack style and the other Wallachian, third, which is to be made into winged hussars, was
already waiting in Lubownia. On the day following their
arrival in Lubownia, the foreign pattern units received
pay for the coming quarter and the Polish companions
received one hundred talars each. Some officers relieved
from other units arrived, they are recruiting and already
have some infantry and dragoons, but not yet formed and
are to be given duties when their units are fully formed.
All the men are marching without banners or bugles.
Reiters recruited in the Breslau area were to be commanded by Colonel Gordon, while Captain Kielich recruited
former Imperial soldiers in Bohemia. Polish units were
formed in Wohlyn by Colonel Piaseczyński, Lubomirski’s
sons – Aleksander and Stanisław – were also supposed
to bring reinforcements.

Special Rules:
Marshal, Hetman, Magnate

Outlaw Sentenced To Gallows

Jerzy Lubomirski is not the Skirmish Force’s commander, he is treated as an additional officer (he has
the characteristics of a Colonel). He may join any Unit
in the force. If he is Reorganizing or Rallying a Unit it
may reroll failed Morale tests. In addition every turn he
gets one additional Command Point that may be used
to increase the Morale of any Unit within 10cm of him.
Other Commanders cannot transfer their Command
Points to him but he may transfer his Command Point
to other Commanders.

If Lubomirski is killed (or flees out of the table) the game
ends automatically with a Historical Victory for the Enemy regardless of current result.

Authors’ note: You can expect a separate profile for Jerzy
Sebastian Lubomirski in the future. He will be able to
command a division... several different divisions in fact.

Swimming
(Deluge, p. 104. )

Hussars-To-Be
Treat it as an elite petyhorcy banner with lances. Those
characteristics are to represent the period of transition
from a cossack style banner into a winged hussars unit.
Authors’ note: as most of Lubomirski’s soldiers were recruited abroad we decided against giving “On Their Own
Land” rule to this Skirmish Force.
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UWAGI:

Special Rules:
Marshal, Hetman, Magnate; Outlaw Sentenced To Gallows, Hussars-To-Be, Swimming
(Cossack style cavalry, Wallachian cavalry, Volunteers)

+1 FSP for Captain Kielich .
+1 FSP for any two bases.
* No more than half reiter companies may be equipped with armor for free
(Armor: 6).
* You may field volunteers for free. Their number is shown in the army list.
Volunteers are groupped into banners of 2-4 bases.
* Cossack style cavalry may not be equipped with spears.

* Colonel Gordon and Captain Kielich – use any “Western” officer figures.

